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1, a) (i)' Write down the basic structure of Single Precision IE珊754 floating point numbers.

(ii)) Show tha申-0.125)1。 is (BEOOOO)16 by using single precision IEEE floating point

format.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[30 Marks]

b) (i) Explain the following terms:

i. Absolute error,

(ii) Suppose that res皿P is obtained by edding of two quantities ff and 。 such that

P二を十少・

Show that the absolute error of P is

ep≦eα十も

where e鍵and c膏re absolute errors in the measurements of z and 9 reSPeCtively.

[30 M狐ksI

c) Stl⊥dents were studying a physical system that gets hotter over time. First’they a11oved

th《3 SyStem tO get hot and measured the te平erature at various time t. Their findings were

summarized in the following table.

(i) Find the linear relationship between time and temperature applying the least square

(ii葦窯業。mP。ra,ur。 。f ,h。 Sys,。m at tim。 1.,5 s。。.　[40 Markst

N。te that: The least square estimates for a and b of the least square appreximation

m(ithod U =側f+b can be found by b =g-年

可∑轟か
w重しe輔=⊇呈坦,吾=茎蔓狐d金二

γか　　　　　　　　　れ
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2. a) (i) Showthat f(dy=a;4+雛-1hasarootintheinterval [0.5' 1.0十

(ii) Startingvyith the interval [0.5, 1.0] , and use the bisection method twice to the function

f(可= Z4 + 。 - 1, find the interval of width O.125 which contains the root of /(す

[30 Marks]

b) (j) Explain the graphical interpretation of convergence to the root of the Newton-Raphson

method.

(ii) Derive the Newton-Raphson method for finding the gth root of a positive number N,
N埴, Where g = 0.

Assuming initial guess as A or B, Show that the square root of N = AB is given by

府霜雪午五㌔1

at the second iteration.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[50 Marks]

c) (し) In the usual notation, State the iterative fomula of the Secant method fi〕r finding the

root of the function.

(iL) Write down ta advantage of the Secant method over the Newton-Raphson method.

l20 M虹ks]

3. a) (i) In the usual notation, Write doun the boundary conditions of the natural cubic spline

for (72十1) points: %,叫, Z2, … , Z,, Whose functionvaluesare f(伽), f(卸),f佃2), ‥つf毎)

respectively.

(ii) Find the unknown variables a, b, C, and d of the given natural cubic spline.

S(勾二

〈Sl(可=2佃-1)一句-1)3　　　　　　　曾∈[1,21鏡(可二の十b(種-2)十包雛-2)2十d佃-2)3　雛∈[2,3]

[40 M紺ks]

b) A third degree polynomial passes through the points (0「1), (1, 1), (2, 1), and (3, -2).

(i) Determine the polynomials using Newton’s forward and backward di鯖erence interpolation

めr皿ulas.

(ii) Find the value at l.5.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[40 Marks]

c) SじPPOSe that data’POints co,Zl,ff2,. ‥ 、C,, be equally spaced such that

(み-伽)二に2一視)二…二(勧一種汁1)二五

In the usual notation, Obtain the following relatious:

(i) f【油=全署,  (ii) f串l,弱二竿秤・ 書20 Marks]

Cont inued …



4. a) Usmg the Lagrange linear inderpolating polynomial, Obtain the Thapezoidal rule:

ff幽=芋(f(α)十f(b))・

Hence, Deduce the Composite Thapezoidal Rule to find

Subdivided into Jb PartS Of equal length h.

b) State the Simpson’s l/3 rule in approximating the iutegral

f(かd鍬言f the interval [α凋is

fb

[30 M虹ks]

f(うぬin the usual notation.

Hence, Obtain the expression of the composite Simpson rule to find

[a珂is subdivided into even " PartS Of equal length h

f f(坊if the interval

[30 M紬ks]

C) ThくまVelocity of a particle which starts fro皿reSt is given by the following table.

¥ねlocity ( ms -

Ev轡lua,te the total distance traveled in 12 seconds using

(i) Composite皿apezoidal r山e.

(ii) Composite Simson,s l/3 rule.

[40 Marks]
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